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The biennial Michigan Protected 
Land Survey, conducted by Heart 
of the Lakes, collects land  
protection data for Michigan — 
advancing 30x30 efforts and  
providing reliable data to share 
with decision-makers, media, and  
other sources to strengthen the 
work of Michigan’s land  
conservation organizations. 

In addition, it assists in serving 
valuable strategic planning to 
conservation community by  
knowing where current  
conservation, recreation, and 
easement lands exist.

Heart of the Lakes is the collective 
voice for Michigan’s land conservancies 
and their friends. Our efforts conserve  
forests, farmland, coastline, and other 
important places for the benefit of
generations to come.

heartofthelakes.org





 

 

MICHIGAN’S 
CONSERVATION 
COMMUNITY

Has protected nearly a million acres —

806,560 to be exact.

That’s over 130,000 more acres since 2020.





DATA BREAKDOWN
133,000+ new acres conserved.

Heart of the Lakes’ survey tracks land conservation successes by a 
suite of unique protection tools used: acquisition of nature preserves 
or conservation easements, assists or transfers of lands to local  
governments or the state, or management or stewardship of lands 
held by other.



NATURE PRESERVES
OR SANCTUARIES

192,296 acres are currently 
owned by conservation groups 

as nature preserves or  
sanctuaries, an increase of 
57,887 acres since 2020.

CONSERVATION 
EASEMENTS

138,754 acres are protected by  
conservation easements.  

Land conservancies added 
7,439 acres of conservation  

easements since 2020.

TRANSFERS + ASSISTS
399,686 acres were protected 
through assistance or transfers 
of lands to local government or 
the state, a minute decrease of 

472 acres since 2020.

MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENTS

Conservation groups also  
manage or steward another 

75,824 acres on natural lands 
owned by other entities.



 

NATURE PRESERVES 
+ SANCTUARIES 
Lands are acquired through donation or purchase to be used as a nature  
preserve or sanctuary. Often, these lands are open to the general public to 
visit and enjoy.

192,296 acres are currently owned by conservation groups as nature preserves 
or sanctuaries, an increase of 57,887 acres since 2020.



CONSERVATION 
EASEMENTS
A voluntary legal agreements between landowners and land conservancies 
that permanently protect significant conservation values by restricting future 
development on natural, scenic, farm and forest lands.  The lands remain in 
private hands and on the tax rolls. 

138,754 acres are protected by conservation easements. Conservancies added 
7,439 acres of conservation easements since 2020.



TRANSFERS + ASSISTS
By far the largest segment of conservation groups have helped protect are 
assistance or transfers of lands to local government or the state, supporting 
their efforts to secure parklands and open space.  Land conservancies and  
conservation groups often negotiate with landowners, secure lands and raise 
funds to make these acquisitions possible.

399,686 acres have been protected through assistance or transfers of lands to 
local government or the state, a minute decrease of 472 acres since 2020.



MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENTS
Conservation groups can have ongoing management and monitoring  
agreements to protect the conservation values of properties owned by  
other entities.

Conservation groups also manage or steward 75,824.



SURVEY RESULTS
By effectively saving land, land conservancies and the conservation community 
enhance the economic, environmental and social values of our communities. 
They provide clean water, fresh air, safe food, places for recreation and a  
connection to the land that sustains us all.  

Detailed results on the following page can be downloaded here.

https://www.heartofthelakes.org/uploads/1/9/3/9/19394581/2023_hol_protected_acres_survey_-_web.pdf
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Instagram - @heartlakes
Vimeo - @heartlakes
Facebook - @michiganland


